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Interdiffusion: A probe of vacancy diffusion in III-V materials
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We have used the interdiffusion of a multiple quantum well sample due to a thin source of vacancies, as a
probe, to simultaneously measure the interdiffusion coefficient, diffusion coefficient for group III vacancies in
GaAs and the background concentration of these vacancies in a single experiment. We have shown that the
interdiffusion at all temperatures is governed by a constant background concentration of vacancies in the
material and that this background concentration is the concentration of vacancies in the substrate material. The
measured vacancy concentration is around 231017 cm23. This result shows that the vacancy concentrations in
GaAs are not at thermal equilibrium concentrations as has been widely assumed. Rather it has value which is
‘‘frozen in,’’ probably at the GaAs crystal growth temperature. The activation energy found for the intermixing
of InGaAs/GaAs is shown to be governed solely by the activation term for vacancy diffusion which is
calculated to have an activation energy of 3.460.3 eV. @S0163-1829~97!05724-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a considerable literature during the pas
years on the diffusion of impurities in semiconductors, se
diffusion, and the interdiffusion of heterostructures. A
though there are many techniques available for measu
diffusion processes they all give information only on t
diffusivity of the species that is being measured and usu
give no information about the mechanisms responsible
the diffusion process. This mechanism is only inferred fro
the behavior of the system as various parameters
changed. This approach has led to widely accepted me
nisms postulated for a number of diffusion processes. W
the interdiffusion of III-V heterostructures, for example, it
now believed that the diffusion process is governed by
diffusion of vacancies on a given sublattice@second neares
neighbor hopping~2NNH!.1,2 The diffusion of these vacan
cies are also considered important for a number of ot
diffusion processes, such as some impurity diffusion3 and
may be important for the formation of extended defec4

However, despite the importance of knowing the diffusiviti
and concentrations of these point defects there is very l
quantitative data in the literature, and that which does e
provides scant information on the thermal behavior of th
defects.

In this paper we use measurements of the interdiffusion
multiple quantum wells of InGaAs each with a different i
dium concentration, as probes for the diffusion of vacanc
As a source of vacancies a quantum well of InGaAs grown
a temperature, 470 °C, which is just below the tempera
needed for good quality InGaAs was used. This materia
known to be arsenic rich following growth,5 this produces
group-III vacancies which are then free to diffuse.
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15813~6!/$10.00
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The sample used in this work was grown by molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE! in a Vacuum Generators V80H reacto
on ~100! orientated GaAs. The sample consisted of sev
quantum wells of InxGa12xAs wherex was varied between
0.1 and 0.21. These wells were each separated by 50 n
GaAs. The first of these quantum wells was grown at a s
strate temperature of 470 °C which is known to produce
rich GaAs. Following the growth of this layer the substra
temperature was raised and the rest of the structure
grown. This structure provided a photoluminescence spe
in which all of the quantum well emissions could be eas
distinguished~Fig. 1!, although the emission from QW7, th
well grown at low temperature, is weak as would be e
pected from poor quality material.

Following growth the wafer was capped on both the fro
and back surfaces with;30 nm of silicon nitride. The cap
was grown at 300 °C in a plasma enhanced chemical va
deposition ~PECVD! system. The nitride used (n52.1)
has been found to give the lowest diffusion coefficient
intermixing in the layers below~i.e., the lowest injection
of vacancies!. Following capping the wafer was cut int
535 mm2 squares for the annealing experiments.

Annealing was performed in a helium ambient using
resistively heated graphite strip heater. The sample
placed between two graphite strips and the temperature m
sured an controlled using an Accufiber thermometry syst
The annealing furnace was calibrated against the mel
points of gold and silver and found to be accurate
61 °C. Photoluminescence was excited using the 488
line of an argon ion laser, and spectra were collected a
sample temperature of 80 K using a liquid nitrogen coo
Ge detector.
15 813 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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15 814 55O. M. KHREIS, W. P. GILLIN, AND K. P. HOMEWOOD
In order to measure the diffusion coefficient for intermi
ing a single sample was repeatedly annealed at a given
perature and the photoluminescence spectra recorded
each anneal. As the quantum well diffuses there is a shi
the photoluminescence peak position to higher energies~Fig.
1!, this is caused by the quantum wells effectively narrow
in the early stages of diffusion and subsequently by the
duction in the indium concentration at the well center.
assuming that Fick’s law is being obeyed with a const
diffusion coefficient, which can be proven from the analys
it is possible to model the shift in the peak position a
consequently to calculate the diffusion length for interdiff
sion after each anneal. If the square of the diffusion len
determined from this analysis is plotted against the ann
time the diffusion coefficient for the intermixing can be d
termined from the gradient of the graph. This procedure
now well established and is presented in more detail in R
6.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical photoluminescence~PL! spectra from a sample
before and after annealing are presented in Fig. 1. Figure~a!
is the PL spectra of the as-grown sample. The seven p
are then51 electron to heavy-hole transitions correspond
to the seven quantum wells in the structure. Figures 1~b!–
1~d! are the PL spectra from the same sample after it w
annealed at 900 °C for 30, 60, and 120, respectively.
peaks are labeled QW1 to QW7, where QW1 is the w
nearest to the surface and QW7 is the well that was grow
low temperature. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the p
intensity from QW7 is very low for the unannealed samp
and rapidly disappears with annealing.

Using the method described earlier and in Ref. 6 we

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of the sample before~a! and
after annealing at 900 °C for 30, 60, and 120 s, respectively,~b!–
~d!.
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convert the measured shift in the photoluminescence pe
position for each well into a diffusion length. Figure 2 shows
a graph of diffusion length squared as a function of annea
time for the sample annealed at 950 °C. AsLD

254Dt,
whereLD is the diffusion length,D is the diffusion coeffi-
cient andt is the anneal time, if the wells were diffusing with
a constant diffusion coefficient then we would expect to se
the data points for each quantum well lying on a straight lin
passing through the origin. However, from Fig. 2 it can be
seen that there is a larger gradient at short times which ind
cates a higher diffusion coefficient. As the annealing
progresses this diffusion coefficient reduces to an intrinsi
value. It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that the amount of ext
interdiffusion in the wells is a function of the distance of the
well from the initial source of vacancies, with greater inter-
diffusion closer to the source, QW7. For all the wells, how
ever, the diffusion coefficient is tending towards a constan
value as annealing proceeds~i.e., the slopes are converging!,
the plots becoming parallel at longer anneal times.

Using the data presented in Fig. 2 we can take a snapsh
of the diffusion process as a function of depth in the sampl
at a given time. It is known that the diffusion coefficient for
intermixing is the product of the concentration of the diffus-
ing point defects and their diffusivity. If we assume that the
interdiffusion is governed solely by vacancies then this ca
be written as

D5DVNV , ~1!

whereD is the interdiffusion coefficient,DV is the diffusion
coefficient for the vacancies, andNV is the ratio of vacancies

FIG. 2. A graph of the diffusion length squared for all of the
quantum wells, calculated from the photoluminescence peak shi
as a function of anneal time for a sample annealed at 950 °C. Th
lines joining the point are only a guide to the eye.
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55 15 815INTERDIFFUSION: A PROBE OF VACANCY . . .
to the number of sites present. As the diffusion length
intermixing is given byLD52ADt then, if the concentration
of vacancies as a function of time is known, we can expr
the total diffusion length after a given anneal as

LD
2 54DVE

0

t

NV dt. ~2!

For a layer of vacancies at the position of QW7 in o
samples the time evolution of their diffusion with anneali
can be expressed as the common double error function s
tion,

NVS~x,t !5
N0

2 H erfS d/22x0

2ADVt
D 1erfS d/21x0

2ADVt
D J , ~3!

where NVS(x,t) is the vacancy concentration due to t
source at QW7 as a function of depth and time,N0 is the
initial concentration of vacancies in the layer,d is the thick-
ness of the vacancy layer,x0 is the depth of the layer from
the surface,t is the anneal time, andDV is the diffusion
coefficient for the vacancies. This equation may not giv
completely accurate description of the concentration pro
near the surface of the sample as it assumes an iso
source in infinite barriers. However, as we do not know
barrier conditions for the vacancies at the surface it is
best approximation that we can use. In addition to this
cancy source we also need to take into account the b
ground vacancy concentration,NVB , which may be a tem-
perature activated term caused by the formation of Fren
pairs. Thus in Eq.~2! NV5NVS1NVB .

We fit our data, with this model, using three variables
the fitting. If we only fitted the data taken at a single ann
time ~i.e., Ld

2 as a function of depth!, Fig. 3, we find no
unique solution for the three variables but a range of com
nations ofDV , N0, andNVB all give reasonable fits to th
data~however, all haveDV andNVB varying by less than an
order of magnitude!. However, when we then used these v
ues to calculate the time dependence ofLd

2 for the different
wells we find that only one of the solutions can fit to the tim
evolution of the diffusion for all the wells.

Figure 3 shows the depth dependence of the diffus
length squared, after the first anneal, for several temperat
and shows the theoretical fits to the data. Figure 4 shows
time evolution for QW6 and QW1, being the wells neare
and furthest from the source of vacancies, respectively, a
at several anneal temperatures. Whilst we used 10 nm a
thickness of the vacancy source layer in these calculat
this may not accurately reflect the actual distribution of v
cancies in the source layer, as following growth of this lay
the temperature of the substrate was ramped up to no
growth temperatures before the next well was grown a
consequently there might be some GaAs next to QW7 wh
is also arsenic rich. However, for the model used this d
not affect the results, because the diffusion lengths for
vacancies are large in comparison to the initial thickness
the source layer so only the thickness concentration pro
affects the results. This will however have the effect of
creasing the error in the calculated initial concentration
vacancies. For example, if the vacancy source were 20
rather than 10 nm then the vacancy concentration would
r
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factor of 2 lower. The values of the initial vacancy concen
tration, background vacancy concentration, and vacancy d
fusion coefficient as a function of temperature are given i
Table I.

The most notable thing that can be seen from Table I i
that the background concentration of vacancies in ou
samples is not a function of temperature but remains consta
at;1025. As the concentration of group-III sites in GaAs is
2.231022 cm23 this gives a background concentration of
group-III vacancies of;231017 cm23.

This result is in contradiction to what many people have
thought about the diffusion processes in GaAs. It has ofte
been assumed that the activation energy for interdiffusion i
these systems was made up of both a creation and a diffusi
term for the vacancy and that the system was in thermod
namic equilibrium during a diffusion experiment. Indeed
such thermodynamic arguments have been used by a num
of authors in order to try and explain trends that they hav
seen in their data. This result strongly suggests that the co
centration of vacancies present in the material is grown i
and is much higher than the equilibrium concentration. In
deed as we have measured the interdiffusion coefficient
InGaAs/GaAs up to a temperature of 1200 °C~Fig. 5! and
we see no evidence of a higher activation energy term w
can conclude that this background concentration is contro
ling the interdiffusion up to at least this temperature.

This background concentration of vacancies is, howeve
comparable to that measured by Dannefaeret al.7 in com-
mercial semi-insulating GaAs at temperatures up to 600 °C
using positron lifetime spectroscopy. Our measurement
however, were made on layers grown by MBE so it is worth

FIG. 3. A graph of the diffusion length squared as a function o
depth in a single sample after an anneal at several temperatures. T
solid lines through the data points are the results of the simulation
using the values given in Table I.
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determining whether our background vacancy concentratio
should be comparable to those in GaAs wafers. With th
measured diffusion coefficient of 5310211 cm2/s at
950 °C after an anneal of one minute the vacancies wou
have a diffusion length of;1 mm. If this measured vacancy
concentration was only in the epilayer and the underlyin
GaAs had a much lower vacancy concentration then w

FIG. 4. A graph of the diffusion length squared, for QW1 and
QW6, as a function of anneal time for samples annealed at 8
°C ~a! and 950 °C~b!. The solid lines are the results of the simu-
lations using the values given in Table I.
ns
e

ld

g
e

would expect to see a thin epilayer reach an equilibrium with
the substrate very quickly at this temperature and henc
show a marked reduction in the measured interdiffusion of
quantum well with annealing. We have performed such mea
surements on quantum wells grown in epilayers between 5
nm and 2mm thick and seen no such effects which seems to
suggest that the vacancy concentration in the epilayer is th
same as that in the substrate. It is also worth noting that w
have measured interdiffusion coefficients and activation en
ergies for InGaAs/GaAs samples produced by a number o
different laboratories and grown using both MBE and
MOVPE and in all cases we have measured the same activ
tion energy and prefactor for the diffusion. Due to the very

0

TABLE I. The calculated values for the vacancy diffusivity,
DV , background vacancy concentration,NVB , and the vacancy
concentration in QW7,NVS, as a function of temperature. The va-
cancy concentrations are the ration of the number of vacancies
the number of group-III sites.

Temperature
(°C!

DV310212

~cm2/s!
NVB31025 NVS31023

800 0.70 0.8 3.8
850 1.60 0.8 1.0
900 14.5 1.0 1.0
950 50.0 0.5 4.0
1000 90.0 1.0 3.8

FIG. 5. An Arrhenius plot of InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion coef-
ficients for temperatures between 750 °C and 1200 °C~triangles!.
The squares are theDVNV values calculated from Table I. Also
plotted are our measured vacancy diffusion coefficients~circles!
and those of Changet al. ~inverted triangles! ~Ref. 9! and Tsang
et al. ~diamonds! ~Ref. 8!.
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55 15 817INTERDIFFUSION: A PROBE OF VACANCY . . .
different nature of MBE and MOVPE growth this is aga
suggestive that the background concentration is determ
by the substrate material used. During these experiments
biggest difference between samples that we found was a
tor of ;2 in the prefactor. These prefactor changes had b
measured by us on samples which were grown sequent
in the same growth reactor on the same day and from th
results are probably a reflection of differences in the s
strate materials.

As we have shown that the substrate vacancy concen
tion can reach equilibrium with the epilayer during grow
one would expect any vacancies present in QW7 also to h
diffused during the sample growth. This has evidently n
happened from the photoluminescence measurements m
after growth. In order to explain this we suggest that
growth temperatures there are not any excess vacancies
excess arsenic. It is only during the subsequent annea
that this arsenic dissolves on to the GaAs lattice produc
the group-III vacancies which are then free to diffuse.

As the diffusion coefficient for intermixing is given b
DVNV we can calculate the steady state diffusion coeffici
for intermixing that we would expect in our samples. The
theoretical values are plotted on an Arrhenius plot in Fig
along with our experimental data between 750 °C a
1200 °C collected from a single quantum well of InGaA
GaAs, the straight line is a least squares fit to the experim
tal data. It can be seen that there is an excellent agreem
From this data we can calculate the activation energy
interdiffusion in InGaAs/GaAs as 3.460.3 eV. In Fig. 5 we
have also plotted our data for the vacancy diffusion coe
cients along with those obtained by Tsanget al.8 and Chang
et al.9 Using a least squares fit to each of these data sets
calculate activation energies for each of the three data se
3.160.7 eV, 2.361.4 eV, and 2.360.6 eV, respectively.
These values are the same within the experimental error
should be noted how large these errors in the activation
ergy are when a proper least squares analysis to the da
performed, and this highlights the importance of collecti
large data sets over a wide temperature range in orde
make meaningful comparisons of activation energies. Us
all of the vacancy diffusion data presented in Fig. 5 we c
calculate an activation energy of 2.860.4 eV this value is,
within experimental error, the same as that calculated for
InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion. As there is no temperature
pendence to the vacancy concentration this is to be expe
and thus we can state that the activation energy for inter
fusion measured in InGaAs/GaAs samples, 3.460.3 eV, is
the activation energy for vacancy diffusion in this materi
In Fig. 5 we have put a line through the vacancy diffusi
data using this activation energy and it can be seen to
vide a good fit to the data. Although we have been able
determine the activation energy with a reasonable degre
accuracy we cannot determine the prefactor for the diffus
to within even an order of magnitude. The result of using
Arrhenius plot for the InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion~shifted
by 105 to place it on the vacancy diffusion data! gives us a
prefactor ofe(7.862.9) cm2/s. Thus all we can say about th
prefactor is that it is likely to lie in the range 134 to 4602
cm2/s. The size of this potential error, even when we
ed
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using data collected over a 450 °C temperature range, h
lights the difficulties in correlating experimentalD0 values
with theoretical predictions.

These results also have implications for interdiffusion
other III-V material systems. The diffusion coefficients a
activation energy for interdiffusion that we measure f
InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion are very similar to those that w
have determined for the AlGaAs/GaAs system.10 If the back-
ground concentration of vacancies in these epilayers is
deed determined by the concentration of vacancies in
GaAs substrates then this is not surprising and would m
that differences in the activation energy for AlGaAs/Ga
interdiffusion compared to InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion are
direct measure of differences in the activation energy of
cancy diffusion in the two systems.

Similarly we have measured the interdiffusion of InGaA
InGaAs samples grown on InP substrates.11 This material has
an activation energy for interdiffusion which is the same
that measured for InGaAs/GaAs grown on GaAs, within e
perimental error, but it has a prefactor which is more than
order of magnitude greater. As the material through wh
the vacancies are diffusing in these two systems are v
similar it is unlikely that the prefactor for the vacancy diffu
sion is the cause of this difference and suggests that it
high concentration of vacancies in the poorer quality I
substrate material which is the source of the larger prefac
Further experiments need to be performed on this mate
system to confirm this, but if true then the thermal stabil
of InP based materials could be improved by improveme
in the substrate quality.

From Table I we can see that there are some variation
the vacancy concentration in QW7 in the different sampl
although there is no trend with temperature. It may be t
these differences are an indication of our measurement a
racy or that they may reflect real changes in the vaca
concentration in QW7 due to the position of the sample w
respect to the wafer. It is known for example that in MB
growth the beams have a roughly Gaussian shape and
intensities are usually lower at the edge of the wafer than
the center. This is usually manifest as a nonuniformity in
grown wafer. Differences in the overlap of the three sour
may slightly affect the stoichiometry across the wafer a
result in changes in the vacancy incorporation in QW7.
normal growth temperatures where the species are mo
this may not cause a serious problem but at the low temp
ture used to grow QW7 these effects could be more p
nounced. This is only speculation at the present time but
is an area in which we plan to perform more experiments
order to clarify the cause of these changes. However, it
be seen from Table I that the changes are only a facto
;4. From the values given in Table I for the vacancy co
centration ratio in QW7 we can calculate the actual conc
tration of vacancies in the well to be at most;831019

cm23. This is the value if the source of the vacancies is
nm. As stated earlier a wider source layer will result in
corresponding decrease in this value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the interdiffusion of a multiple quantu
well sample to measure the diffusion coefficient for group-
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15 818 55O. M. KHREIS, W. P. GILLIN, AND K. P. HOMEWOOD
vacancies in GaAs and the background concentration
these vacancies in a single experiment. We have shown
the interdiffusion of this material is governed by the bac
ground concentration of vacancies present in the mate
and that this background concentration is probably the c
centration of vacancies in the substrate material. This ba
ground vacancy concentration is temperature indepen
and this proves that the vacancy concentration is not
thermal equilibrium value as has been widely assumed in
literature. We obtain vacancy concentrations of arou
231017 cm23.

The activation energy for intermixing of InGaAs/GaAs
J.
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t.

J.
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shown to be governed solely by the activation term for v
cancy diffusion which is calculated to have an activati
energy of 3.460.3 eV.

These results suggest that in order to improve the ther
stability of heterostructures over that which can be achie
using good surface encapsulation it will be necessary to
ther reduce the concentration of vacancies grown in to
substrate material or provide some means of blocking th
movement in to the epilayer during growth. This latter a
proach however, would still be reliant on epitaxial grow
being able to provide lower vacancy concentrations in
epilayers.
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